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COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY UPDATE 

 
Introduction 
 
1. This paper provides the Committee with an update on progress to date, as well as 

future plans for implementing the Fund’s communications strategy and plan. 
 

Recommendation 
 
2. The Committee are requested to: 

 
a) Comment on and note the progress to date, and future plans for implementing the 

Fund’s communications strategy and plan (including examples in Appendix A). 
b) Comment on and note the approach to the 2023 Annual Benefit Statement. 

 
Background 
 
3. The Committee will be aware that the Fund has placed a high priority on developing 

and improving the Fund’s communications offer over the last 18 months or so. 
 
4. The priority and focus on high quality communications is explicitly reflected in the draft 

2023-2027 business plan. 
 
5. With one of the Fund’s four key strategic objective being: 

 “To communicate effectively with our stakeholders” 

6.  And one of the Fund’s four founding principles is: 

“To provide high quality, value for money and friendly services for all stakeholders 
including clear, timely and relevant communications” 

 
7. The Fund appointed a dedicated Communications Manager in 2021 and a critical first 

step in the improvement journey was a revised Communication Strategy which, after 
consultation with key stakeholders was endorsed by the Committee in September 
2022. 

 
8. The aim of the Communications Strategy is to underpin the Fund’s vision that its 

members ‘understand, value, and engage with their LGPS pension, whilst planning 
their journey to retirement.’  

 

9. In-order to achieve this vision, the Fund has identified six core objectives, along with a 
supporting set of sub-objectives, which will work together to achieve the overall aim. 

 

• Our communications are always clear and with explainable definitions and terms, 
we avoid pension jargon where possible, and plain English is used. 

• Our communications are evaluated, and feedback is used to measure their 
effectiveness. 
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• To encourage engagement and interest in members’ pensions, we will ensure 
that the services we offer are accessible, intuitive, attractive, and engaging. 

• We will introduce, proactively market, and promote the member self-serve portal, 
where possible, in all our core communications, to encourage members to join 
and use the service. 

• We will improve understanding of the Fund and enable members to make 
informed choices about their pension. 

• We commit to clear and transparent communications regarding the Fund’s 
investments, including Responsible Investment (RI). 
 

10. Officers also committed to provide an annual review of delivery against its objectives 
to the Local Pension Board and this Committee. This paper is the first in these formal 
reviews. 

Progress to date  

Members Communications 
 
11. From late 2021 the Fund started to improve direct engagement with members and 

capture their understanding about their LGPS pension. These were initially of a 
medium to light touch to quickly baseline what members currently knew and what they 
wanted from the Fund’s communications.  

 
12. They included a pulse survey, which almost 1,000 members completed. This survey 

provided a wealth of information about what is important for members and where the 
Fund should focus its priorities. For example: 

 

• Annual Benefit Statement (ABS) needs to be more understandable. 

• The retirement process should be more accessible. 

• Provide more accessible information to members via campaigns and through 
employer support. 

• Do more to make the website easier to navigate and to allow members to find 
information without being overwhelmed. 

• Hold more live sessions for members. 
 
13. Focus groups were held for active members which again provided evidence of what 

the Fund should or shouldn’t be doing in the immediate future and areas for 
improvement. 

 
14. The focus groups were very well attended and were so popular they were fully booked 

in less than two weeks – demonstrating the desire from members to engage with the 
Fund and their LGPS pension.  

 
15. A flyer was included with the Annual Benefit Statement in 2022 which promoted the 

online pension portal and reminded members about their Death Grant Nomination. The 
latter resulted in increased nominations and updating of nominations.  
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16. The Fund delivered a newly redesigned Pensioner newsletter, which received positive 
feedback, with a 96% approval rating. As a result, a second newsletter was  published 
and the Fund has committed to this now being a biannual publication.  

 
Employer Communications 
 
17. The Fund held two online Employer meetings in December 2022 with guest speakers 

from the Fund actuary and Legal and General Investment Management. These events 
were well attended and again feedback was positive. The Fund will commit to holding 
these employer events at least once per year. 

 
18. Perhaps not surprisingly, a priority over the last twelve months has been engaging with 

employers around their valuation results. Officers have held over 20 one to one (online) 
meetings with major employers as part of the valuation engagement process.  

 
19. The Fund has also relaunched a regular series of Employer Newsletters which again 

have been positively received. 
 
20. A brand new  Employer Engagement Strategy is close to being finalised, which will 

clearly articulate what employers can expect in terms of communications , support and 
training from the Fund. This will be supported by an annual Employer Engagement 
events calendar. This has been trailed with the Employer Consultative Forum and has 
been viewed as a very welcome development from employers. 

 
21. Finally work has also begun to review and update the Fund’s Employers’ guide and 

the employers’ section of the website. Planned improvements include the creation of a 
number of short topic specific videos that employers can access when necessary.  

 
Responsible Investment 
 
22. The Committee has been clear in expressing its desire for the Fund to enhance its 

presentation of its investment decisions, policies and holdings information.  
 
23. At present the Fund publishes a great deal of material which is included on the Fund’s 

website. 
 
24. Progress has been made towards ensuring the Fund offers accessible, attractive and 

easy to digest information on its investment approach. Overly long or complicated text 
in formal policies (invariably required by LGPS Investment Regulations), will be 
supplemented by short summary documents, known as ‘spotlights’, (with 
photos/graphics/videos) containing real examples of investments and actions taken by 
the Fund to illustrate its Responsible Investment approach 

 
25. The Committee will be aware of four short “Investment Spotlight” articles that the Fund 

has published covering: 
 

• Climate Change  

• Sustainability 

• Wind and solar energy infrastructure  
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26. The Fund has also taken a more pro-active approach to media relations on this issue 

including: 
 

• Persuading a pressure group to retract their incorrect claims about the Fund’s 
lack of a net zero commitment.  

• Publicising the publication of the Fund’s third annual Climate Risk report in line 
with the industry best practice as set out by the Taskforce on Climate Related 
Financial Disclosures(TCFD).    

• Publicising the Fund’s new investments in Sustainable Equity Funds in 2022-
2023. 

 
27. The Committee will also note that a meeting was held with a local pressure group to 

understand more about their objectives and requests of the Fund.  
 

Internal Communications 
 
28. Progress has also been made with improving Internal Communications, with a new 

regular staff bulletin newsletter having a 97% approval rating. A departmental survey 
was also conducted in December 2022 which was well responded to (66%), and 
provided key insights into staff welfare, and their outlook on the (new) flexible and 
mobile working environment. 

 
29. ‘Brand guidelines’ have been developed and will be shared with all staff to ensure that 

all the Fund’s outward looking communications are consistent in look, style, written 
format, and standards. 

 
On-line access to services 
 
30. Members are reminded that the Fund has recently launched its member self-serve 

portal (‘My Cheshire Pension’) in February 2023. As this is rolled out, it will provide 
members with an easier way to interact with their benefits and allow them to take a 
greater ownership of their LGPS pension.  

 
31. Over time ‘My Cheshire Pension’ (MCP) will be developed and deployed as the primary 

means of communications between the Fund and members, and vice versa. 
 
32. This project has been the key priority area of communication and development over 

recent months as clear communications and member engagement will be vital to the 
success of the take up of MCP. 

 
33. A comprehensive communications plan has been developed to market MCP, maximise 

take up and support employers with a suite of communications that they can provide 
to their employees.  

 
34. A successful roll out pilot with one employer (Adoption Matters North West) has been 

undertaken with a sign up rate amongst their employees of 50%. This is far above the 
average take up of other LGPS Funds (typically in the 20% range). A variety of 
communications and publicity material has been shared with the employer and directly 
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with their employees to encourage take up; this will be replicated as the project is rolled 
out to other employers. 

 
35. The employers targeted during the March through July period will be based on a 

combination of: 
 

• Confidence in the quality of the employer’s data  

• Size of membership  

• Previous levels of engagement with the Fund  

 

36. Thirteen employers will form part of the initial phased roll out. This will cover circa 20% 
of the Fund’s active membership. 

 
37. This will give the Fund space to manage the roll out and registration process, carve it 

into manageable chunks whilst providing the opportunity to learn from the experience, 
prior to rolling out to all other employers/members in August. 

 
38. The roll out will be undertaken in monthly tranches, with employers given advance note 

that their employees will be part of each month’s roll out and employers will be provided 
with a suite of communications to help support and encourage take up. 

 
39. Members in the initial roll out will receive postcards with “how to register” details and a 

QR code to their home addresses. 
 
40. All other members will receive the “how to register details” in the post with the paper 

copy of the August 2023 Annual Benefit Statement. 
 
41. The Fund’s plan to roll out to deferred members in 2023-24 remains in place and 

thereafter, roll out to pensioner members will be considered.  
 
2023 Annual Benefit Statements (ABS) 
 
42. Delivery of the August ABS through MCP is still being developed and the Fund plans 

to deliver a digital ABS in August 2023, through the on line portal.  
 

43. However, The Public Service Pensions (Information about Benefits) Directions 2014 
require that: 

 

“Where a website is used for the first time to provide a benefit information statement 
to a person, the following information must first have been given to the person by 
hand or sent to the person’s last known postal or electronic address–  

 

(a) the manner in which the statement is to be provided; and  

(b) an explanation of how to get access to and read the statement,  
 
 

44. With this in mind, the Committee are asked to note that all active members will still 
receive a (final) paper copy of the August 2023 ABS (regardless of whether they have 
registered for MCP). 
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45. The standard August ABS communications will inform all members that this will be their 

last paper copy and that all future versions will be delivered by default online through 
MCP. 

 
46. There will be an option for members to opt back into paper copies, but MCP will be the 

default going forward. 
 
47. This will be accompanied by registration details for those employees of employers not 

part of the initial roll out. Members who have already opted in prior to August will still 
receive a final paper copy in August 2023. 

 
48. This will ensure that the Public Service Pensions (Information about Benefits) 

Directions 2014 requirements are met.  
 
49. It will also reduce the risks associated of manipulating data and removing members 

from the paper copy exercise. 
 
50. Following member feedback, the content of the Fund’s ABS is also being reviewed to 

ensure it is jargon free, and as straightforward and as accessible as possible. 
 
Looking Forward 
 
51. In the next 12-18 months the Fund will be looking to build on these foundations and 

deliver even more effective communications with members and employers. A detailed 
communications and resourcing plan is being developed and agreed by PLT. This will 
include, (but is not limited to): 

 

• Website Redesign 

• Brand Redesign 

• MCP Communications 

• Pensioner Newsletter 

• Member newsletters 

• Webinars and Pension Surgeries  

• Employer meetings 

• Videos, for both members and employers 

• Annual Benefit Statement refresh 

• Internal Bulletins 

• Pensions service away day 

• Documentation updates 

• Responsible Investment spotlight pieces (including potential videos) 

• Annual awareness campaign 

• How to guides 

• FAQs 

• Member like me guides 
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52. With the launch of MCP, members will increasingly be directed to communicate with 

the Fund via the online portal, supplemented by an enhanced website offering. 

However, the Fund will continue to offer the following communication channels to all 

members: 

 

• E-mail 

• Telephone 

• Letters by post 

• In person meetings on request 
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Responsible Investment, Website spotlights 



My Cheshire Pension Promotional Postcards 



My Cheshire Pension 
Promotional 
Communications



Annual Benefit Statement 2022, poster and ABS flyer



Focus Groups 2022 
promotional poster



Internal 
Communication 
Bulletins 
(February 2023)



Pensioner 
Newsletter
(Autumn & 
Winter 22/23)
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